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USDA WASDE OVER
ESTIMATES US EXPORTS

INDIA DIWALI & RECORD COTTON PRICES ADD TO GLOBAL
GROWTH PROSPECTS

I

occurring as India experiences its
most robust agriculture season on
record. Record cotton prices are
being paid, which is adding real
income to farmers pockets. Prices
ended the week at near 115.00 cents
a lb. for a Shankar-6 ex gin. The
prices have softened but occurred as
arrivals hit 150-175,000 bales a day.
These prices will set the stage for a
record Indian cotton crop in 2022.
Production with a good monsoon
could reach 32-33 million 480-lb.
bales or 41-42 million 170-k bales.
This would, of course, place India
back into position as a major global exporter as well as
providing its textile sector a major boost.

t was a very great Diwali, or
festival of lights holiday in
India. Retail sales soared to 1.25
trillion Rupees or 16.8 billion USD.
This was a record and up from
approximately 700 billion Rupees
in 2020 and 600 in 2019. This was
exciting news for the fifth largest
economy in the world which will
see a GDP surpass three trillion
USD in 2021. It is also coming
at a time when more and more
companies are turning to India
as an alternative to China and
its renewed Mao Socialist policy.
India is also now considered part of the Quad defense
pact to counter China’s aggressive actions. It is also
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This season’s crop is expected to exceed 36 million
bales, so the exportable surplus could be notable.
This would be a big boost to Bangladesh, which will
be ready to absorb a large volume of the crop. While
we are in no position to attempt to forecast Indian/
Pakistan relations, the logistics issues and record CFR
basis now prevailing in Pakistan might even open the
way for Indian imports again via the land route, solving
a major Pakistan problem. The US CFR basis of a E/
MOT 31-3-36 reached 2100 points March. This placed
it at a 2100-point premium to the record local Indian
price. How long can Pakistan policy makers force such
economic losses on its main export earner?
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The logistics collapse of 2021 will be with the industry
for some time, and it has changed the logistics of trade.
Countries with the ability to source a local crop can
pay local farmers a premium and still have a strategic
advantage with no delays, no port congestion, and no
excessive CFR basis rates. If the cotton can be sourced
within several hundred miles of the spinner, the mill
has a major strategic advantage. Just look at today.
Indian spinners are enjoying good margins at record
domestic prices with no logistics delays in imports, and
its competitors all are scrambling for supply.
These dynamics are changing the cotton trade.
Bangladesh mills have been buyers of Indian new
crop last week at prices far below US along with some
African Franc Zone styles. In 2021/2022, Bangladesh
is expected to import 8.3 million bales. The US share
will drop sharply due to the logistics and record high
CFR basis. US sales are already down a third and will
fall to 50% of year-ago levels. Indian and African Franc
Zone will dominate. Pakistan has been a major buyer
of US, but will it pay the extreme CFR basis levels
now prevailing? The basis for a SLM 36 is now 1525
points on an elevated March. Bangladesh and Pakistan
account for over 25% of world trade. Pakistan local
cotton production can be expected to increase sharply
in 2022. Due to the price incentive offered farmers,
production could reach eight million 480-lb. bales,
which would reduce import demand as well.
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US CFR BASIS LEVELS REACH NEW EXTREMES:
ARE THEY PEAKING?
IS A E/MOT M 1 1/8 WORTH 2100 ON?
points on. This compares to about 1150 points on or
less in July. A SM 36 was priced at 2075 points on
March or about 500 points higher than July levels. A
green card E/MOT 31-3-36 is at 2125 points on March.
These basis levels (115 futures are included) makes for
a very expensive cotton. Merchants have created some
very interesting low-grade recaps to attempt to draw
some offtake, such as an E/MOT 51/42-5-36 with low
mike and bark for 900-950 on March. Import interest as
a result is turning to other growths that are cheaper.
Mexican SM 37 is offered at 1500 points on March for
January/February shipment. Despite the difficulties
in shipments, Argentine remains attractive and much
cheaper than US. An Argentine Strict Middling shy 35-36
staple mixed lot with a 3.1-4.5 Mike range s at 900-950
points March. A Middling bark 36 wide range mike is
offered at 850 points on March. A Middling bark 34
3.0-4.5 mike is at 700-750 on March. A US 34 staple is
double in price. The US SLM 34 is the most overpriced
cotton in the world.

I

t certainly appears that the bullish consensus among
merchants for US cotton has reached new extremes,
reaching into the 90s as judged from the prevailing
CFR basis levels now being offered spinners in most
markets. The flat price levels have been influenced by
ICE extreme price levels. March ICE closed last week
at just over 115 cents. In Pakistan, a very important
market, a popular SLM 36 E/MOT was priced at 1525
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Franc Zone for February, March, April, and May
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WHY COTTON?

Comes from Nature, Returns to Nature
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points on March for March/May, which is very popular.
An Ivory Coast Manbo/s 1 1/8 is 1200 points on for the
same period. 1 3/32 carry about a 100 point or more
discount. We expect these growths to take serious
market share.
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SLM 1 1/8. In July, a Middling 1 1/8 was offered at 1125
points on Dec 22 for October/December shipment. Old
crop 21 crop Middling 1 1/8 at that time was offered at
1200 point on.
At these CFR basis levels; Australian styles will come
back into play as the pressure to move 5.3 million
bales gets underway. These basis levels are changing
sourcing patterns and giving strategic advantages to
those markets with local cotton.

Brazil has become priced out of the market by freight
rates. 2021 crop is rarely offered, and CFR basis levels
for the 2022 crop have soared, with some offers at 1825
points on Dec 22 for a Middling 1 1/8 and 1775 for a

BIG WET PRODUCES HEAVY RAINS & FLOODING AS USDA
INCREASES AUSTRALIAN CROP

Moree flooding, Moree Champion Newspaper

T

he USDA in its November WASDE raised the 2022
Australian crop to 5.3 million bales, a 500,000-bales
increase. This exciting prospect occurred as the biggest
rain event in November in decades arrived, covering
the entire Eastern half of the country as we warned last
week was in the forecast. The rain event has passed
and left behind some impressive totals. Alice Springs,
home of Ayers Rock and a very dry place in the center
of the country, received 160 MM, over half of annual
rainfall. The warnings before the storm were quite
dire as outlined by the Bureau of Meteorology. Here
was the Warning: ***Southern inland QLD/Northern
inland NSW High Flood Risk*** Issued on Tuesday 9th
November 2021.

200mm very possible. Some forecast data also suggests
the potential for local falls of 200-400mm, which could
lead to very dangerous flash flooding and major river/
creek flooding. The following Queensland areas are
at high risk of flash flooding, river, or creek flooding:
The Darling Downs, Granite Belt, and parts of the
Warrego/Maranoa. Catchments include: the Condamine,
Macintyre, Weir, Moonie, and Balonne systems, which
also includes many smaller creeks. Other areas that
may experience some flooding depending on heavy
rainfall are the Scenic Rim SEQ, Central West, and
Channel Country districts. The following New South
Wales areas are at high risk of flash flooding, river, or
creek flooding: The Northern Tablelands, Northwest
Slopes and Plains. Catchments include: The Culgoa,
Castlereagh, Namoi, Gwydir, Dumaresq/Severn/
Macintyre systems, which also includes many smaller
creeks.

A significant weather system is expected to bring
widespread rain and storms across much of Queensland
and New South Wales on Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday. Heavy rainfall and severe storms with heavy
rainfall are forecast, especially across Southern inland
Queensland and northern inland New South Wales
districts from Wednesday afternoon through until
Friday lunch. Widespread three-day totals of 100mm
are likely in these areas, with locally higher falls to

There was flooding, but rainfall totals in the cotton
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belt were not as heavy as feared. In New South Wales,
the heaviest rain recorded was 135 MM at Gunnedah.
This is a cotton area south of Moree and also in the
middle of coal mining country. Moree received 73
MM, Mungindi 93 MM, Narrabri 92 MM, and then
totals diminished to 20-50 MM for the most part. River
flooding is underway, and many areas will not peak
until this week. Overall, the rain allowed farmers to
build up on farm storage, reservoirs to fill further, and
gave dryland another boost. Dryland acreage is now
likely to exceed all expectations, and yields could be
records.
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that is for August maximum delivery. After that, bigger
discounts will apply, Australian CFR basis level into
Vietnam, Indonesia, and Thailand. Turkey is increasing
the volume as quality and basis make it attractive.
September cotton exports reached an impressive
126,356 tons. This compares to year-ago exports of
14,410 tons. Vietnam was the largest buyer at 58,242
tons. August/September shipments to Vietnam have
reached 97,378 tons or 447,403 bales, and only 2,011
tons in 2019 and 7.941 tons in 2019. A couple of notes:
First, these shipments are from the 2021 crop. The
2022 crop basis is much cheaper and offers major price
advantages over US and Brazilian. We expect Australian
to replace the US as the to export growth in 2021/2022
and 2022/2023 based on basis and quality. This will
have a big impact on world trade patterns. Vietnam
has only purchased 755,500 bales of US upland in
2021/2022, and this is half the levels of a year ago at
1,444,700 running bales. We expect the US will lose 1.5
million bales of export bales to Vietnam in 2021/2022.
Today, a SM 1 5/32 2022 crop Australian is 6-7 cents
cheaper than a US Texas SM 1 1/8, and an Aussie
Middling 1 1/8 is 5-6 cheaper than a E/MOT Middling
1 1/8. If the inane invert of July to Dec continues, the
US will be simply priced out of Vietnam, period. The
record dryland suggests a much larger supply of Aussie
mixed grades, further cutting the US out of the market.

Some damage to standing crops could have occurred
in Queensland. The first area to plant Emerald received
112 MM, Theodore received 94 MM, Beardy Junction
178 MM, Dalby 138 MM, and Saint George 40. The
city of Toowoomba received 146 MM. Stanthorpe,
which several years ago ran out of water and was
depending on water deliveries, received 136 MM. For
many growers these rains filled storage and allowed
them to have ample water supplies to finish the 2022
crop. Many had been short. It might also trigger
some dryland. The big wet even extended to the top
end where rains were recorded. They will plant in
December/January.
The weather outlook remains unsettled, with more rain
over the next week in Southeast NSW where it will
not be welcome. At this stage, a 5.0-5.5 million-bales
crop is possible, with dryland a big part. FOB basis
levels are very troublesome at 900-1000 off May, and

Indonesia was the second largest export market in
September, again from 2021 crop shipments at 30,294
tons. August/September exports have reached 51,596
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tons, which compares to only 3,518 tons in 2020. We
expect Australian styles to dominate this market as well
in 2021/2022 due to the basis advantage. This will cost

ISSUE NO. 1149

the US approximately 300 to 400,000 bales in lost sales.
In September, the other major markets were Turkey,
Pakistan, Thailand, and India.

GINNING DATA SUGGEST NORTHERN XINJING CROP MAY BE
SMALLER THAN EXPECTED

Xinjiang cotton on move

T

reached 28.9 billion USD with apparel 16.4 billion USD.
Some orders have returned to China from Vietnam,
and that has boosted exporters. Many areas have seen
power cuts restored, and that has helped demand.
Downstream is, however, hit with much higher cost and
both polyester and viscose fibre were weaker last week
as demand remains soft. Polyester is back near 50 cents
a lb. and clearly this is hurting cotton use. The Chinese
consumer is still spending, and the Alibaba single-day
sales were a record at 84.5 billion USD.

he reason the Chinese NDRC continues to offer
Reserve sales, even at the height of the Xinjiang
crop movement, continues to draw our attention.
The move last week to say it will continue the daily
auctions past the November cut off is very unusual.
It went on to say it would offer an additional 600,000
tons. In addition, the recent extension of the auction
revealed it was offering the final remaining stocks of
the old crop 2011-2013 crops, and the majority was
Eastern low-grade cotton. The price discounts of the
Eastern cotton suggest it was much lower grade than
any cotton offered up until now. The new auctions,
which began on Friday, included imported cotton for
the first time. 20,086.2 tons were offered, and 12,973.6
tons were sold. 2,018 tons of 2019/2020 Brazilian crop
sold at 22,967 USD a ton or 161.51 cents a lb, Xinjiang
2013 crop at 21,351 RMB a ton or 150.19 cents, and
Eastern old crop at 18,408 RMB or 129.45 cents a
lb. These prices included VAT and illustrated quality
differences. The Cash Cotton Index was at 160.00 US
cents a lb. Cash prices in Xinjiang the same day were
21,700 to 22,500 RMB a ton or 152.60 to 158.23 cent a
lb. A US Texas SM 1 1/8 the same day under the sliding
scale quota was at 147.68 cents after VAT and import
tax. Thus, the prices are coming closer to convergence.
AFZ new crop for 2022 does still offer a sizeable
advantage.

Against this backdrop, all attention is on the Reserves
and any move to restock. The invert and shipping
issues have made everything difficult. US exporters
cannot offer in volume till April/May and beyond.
Brazil has been in demand, but shipment delays are
an issue as well. Then there is the invert, which makes
waiting as long as possible attractive. For the moment,

Cash yarn prices were weak last week, losing near
500 RMB a ton. All news downstream is not bad. First,
October textile/apparel exports were strong. Exports
6
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The ginning and harvest of the 2021 crop is rapidly
advancing, and seed cotton prices are retreating.
The BCO on Friday placed the crop at 5.710 MMT
nationwide, down 9.8%, and the Xinjiang crop at 5.205
MMT, down 10.1%. As of November 10, 2,184,900,
tons of the Xinxiang crop have been ginned. The data
suggest that yields are down in the Northern regions
where the weather was very poor throughout the
season. Ginning totals in Yili are down 68%, down in
Tacheng by 23%, down 18% in Changji, and down 38%
in Bortala. The declines could still be due to the late
harvest. The declines are not as large in the production
and construction corp ginning areas. The 10th and 11th
divisions are ahead of a year ago. The Fifth division
ginnings are up 16% from a year ago. The harvest has
been slower in the Southern areas. In Hami, ginnings
are down 16%, in Turpan 29%, and the 13th division of
the PCC 34%. In Aksu, ginnings are 5% above a year
ago.

most inquiries are for African Franc Zone for February
through May shipment, and also for any other offers
for that period that are discounted. It remains to be
seen how long the economics of the Australian crop
can be ignored. A several million bales purchase of
high grades at record discounts to the US has to be
discussed at some point.

Overall, the fear that remains is that the Xinjiang crop
is lower than the official estimates. For the moment the
ZCE Price behaviour and the Seed cotton market seem
less concerned than several weeks ago.

USDA WASDE RAISES CROPS OF THE LARGEST EXPORTERS
by 1.2 million bales. Both are offered at CFR basis
discounts to US styles, which will make US exports
from May 2022 through July 23 much more difficult.
This contrasted with a USDA increase of 194,000 bales
in the 2021 crop and private estimates of additional
increase and a maintaining of US exports at 15.5 million
bales. What makes these events difficult to reconcile
is that US export shipments remain below a third of
the level needed to meet the USDA target, and time is
burning. Last week’s US export shipments were only
98,500 running bales. It will now take an average of
334,524 running bales a week for the remainder of the
season to meet the goal. On November 9, there were
100 ships waiting to unload at Los Angeles/Long Beach
ports plus those at berth. Given the US warehouse
infrastructure, trucks, etc., the major merchants must
have a major silver bullet waiting to move through
all the clutter. At the same time, US offers into China
before April shipment are difficult. That leaves any big
sales from now on confined to April-May-June-July for
the season. Are Merchants going to move the cotton
to Mexico and ship it out that way? Is it all going to
go out through Houston, Savannah, and Miami? Texas
and Florida are promoting their ports as congestion
free. We are just asking why the industry believes it can
ship nearly or over 400,000 bales a week after January

A

n outstanding feature from the USDA November
WASDE estimates was the sharp increase in the
production estimates of the Southern Hemisphere
exporters. First, Brazil’s 2022 crop was raised 700,000
bales to a record 13.20 million bales, which compares
to the CONAB estimate of 12.19 million bales. Secondly,
it raised the Australian production estimate for 2022
to 5.3 million bales, an increase of 500,000 bales. This
raised the supply of late season exportable surplus
7
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1 when this has never been done for long periods. If
there are no silver bullets, then US exports of 13-14
million bales are going to be a challenge. In addition,
the loss of sales to Vietnam, Indonesia, and others to
Australia will have to be made up by large Reserve
sales, or is that another question?

ISSUE NO. 1149

2021/2022 beginning stocks by 1,012,000 bales, led by
an increase in Indian consumption of 800,000 bales.
Global Production was raised 1,509,000 bales, while
consumption was raised 700,000 bales. As a result of
the lower beginning stock, world ending stocks fell
slightly. Consumption was adjusted higher in India,
Pakistan, and Bangladesh.

As to the rest of the WASDE, the USDA lowered

BRAZIL FOB BASIS LEVELS RETURN TO NORMAL
through early November led by both agriculture exports
and manufactured exports. Only mineral exports were
weaker.
Dec robust cotton exports were led by China at 85,300
tons, followed by Vietnam 27,601 tons, Turkey 23,025
tons, Bangladesh 20,149 tons, Pakistan 17,434 tons,
and Indonesia 19,190 tons. Total July/October exports
have reached 455,529 tons, with China the top buyer at
126,160 tons.
Increased trade is being noted in the Brazil 2022 and
2023 crops. The FOB Santos basis for the 2022 crop has
turned steady at 500 points on Dec 22 futures. The CFR
Basis varies by market. In Pakistan and Bangladesh it
has surged to very hefty levels as merchants fear the
shipping troubles will continue. Offers are up to 1825
points on Dec 22 for October/December shipment,
which compares to 1125 in July. This has stopped most
interest. The 2023 crop basis is at 300 on December
23, which is about normal for the last several years and
cheap considering the discount.

T

he Brazilian cotton basis is now weaker than the
US as freight cost and container shortages remain
a problem. The ESALQ Index of a 41-4-35 landed Sao
Paulo, a higher grade than the ICE 41-4-34 base, ended
last week at 110.55 cents a lb. That is near an 800-point
discount to Dec and about 500 points to March. The
FOB Santos basis for a higher grade 31-3-36 ended the
week at 550 points on March, which makes exports
more profitable than domestic sales. The Brazilian
economy is having difficulties and paying 110 cents or
more for cotton is a difficult position. April retail sales
of apparel and textiles declined 1.1%. The country’s
trade surplus is booming, reaching 58.47 billion USD

The Real USD exchange has been all over the board.
It ended the week at 5.46. The issue is the surging
fertilizer cost. All wholesale fertilizer price index hit
new records Friday. This plus fuel cost will make input
cost for 2022 and 2023 cost the highest on record.
Worries over shipments for 2022 crops remain.
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TURKISH MILLS APPEAR TO BE DEALING WITH
RECORD LOW LIRA
The Turkish Lira/USD-EUR exchange rate hit a record
low of 10.0258 per US dollar Friday. The lower interest
rate regime has ended all support for the Lira. For
now, the robust textile/apparel sector appears to be
managing through the crisis, with imports financed by
European banks backed with exports. Import offtake
has slowed, with more attention on local new crop
which is reaching 130 cents plus. A record cotton crop
is likely in 2022 as grower returns have been at records.
The 2021 crop reached 3.6 million bales, and a record

4.2 million bale crop or more is possible in 2022. The
limit will be water in the GAP region. US sales continue
on a smaller scale because of the freight advantage.
The US enjoys the cheapest freight rates of any major
exporters into this market. Some African Franc Zone
new crop sold last week. The much smaller Greek
crop has changed trading patterns as well. We expect
a much larger volume of Australian 2022 crop to move
into this market. There are lots of enquiries.

FERTILIZER COST FOR FARMERS SOAR TO NEW RECORDS
The US sources 30% of all urea and 40% of all ammonia
from Russia alone, which is limiting exports in order
to meet the need of it crops. The New Orleans urea
nitrogen fertilizer price increased 8.5% on Friday to 812
USD a short ton. The average price of retail anhydrous
fertilizer hit 1,113 USD a ton Friday, breaking its 2008
record.
At this stage, a switch from corn to soybeans in the US
is expected because of the cost. For cotton framers, it
will mean higher input cost. In 2021, one estimate had
fertilizer cost for cotton in the Eastern belt at 67 USD an
acre plus 18 for lime. In 2022, that will likely be double
to triple that level. This may add 15-20 cents a cost per
lb. to total production cost.

T

he globalization of the supply chains has illustrated
its failure across every industry, the reliance on
Russia and China for fertilizer has now turned into
a disaster for the Global Industry. All major fertilizer
prices hit record high on Friday as demand exceeds
supply, and the US and Brazil were unprepared for
the shortage. In the US, there has been a complete
failure of the USDA or Biden administration to deal
with the issue, with leadership focusing on issues that
have zero to do with farmers’ needs or food security.
Gone are the days when the farmers had a pro-farmer
ag secretary of administration. The Green Makers
North America Fertilizer Index hit 1,094.35 USD Friday,
a new record and up 4.4% for the day. The Green
Markets Weekly North America Fertilizer Price Index is
constructed using the fertilizer benchmark prices of US
Gulf Coast urea, US Corn belt potash, and NOLA barge
DAP. The index is value weighted based on the annual
global demand of each nutrient. The Index last year at
this time was near 367, thus it has tripled.

Thus, the discount of the 2022 Dec ICE contract
makes the price more like 71-72 cents a lb. Thus,
the contract is underpriced as is the Dec 2023. The
spike in prices is based on shortage of supply, lack
of domestic production, soaring freight rates, and a
globalized supply chain that has collapsed. In addition,
the collapse of the previous supply chain model
means that it is every man for himself. The US has no
Department of Agriculture leadership or any leadership
that understands the problems or has proposed a plan
to work toward a solution to solve it. Has any plan
been announced to produce more domestic supply?
Any attempted subsidy to aid farmers? Any long-term
supply contracts? With no solution, the problem will not
go away.
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ICE REMAINS FIXATED ON DEC INVERT THAT REMAINS

T

he Dec invert and the lack of certificated stocks
and the fact that it closed at 313 points premium
on Friday has raised lots of questions. Due to the
brisk demand for export in 2020/2021, we had always
expected the USDA might adjust export shipments
higher and the 2021/2022 beginning stocks lower,
which are estimated at 3.150 million bales. That never
happened on the scale we expected, and thus we let
it go. The extreme basis for US cotton and merchants
scramble for every bale and the fact that hedges have
been rolled at record premiums make us question
the level of 2021/2022 beginning US stocks. We have
raised many questions that need to be answered
as to the ICE non-transparent delivery process,
base grade, the number of delivery warehouses too
concentrated in Memphis, and other issues. We feel an
open investigation needs to occur. The ICE exchange
should be held accountable for its total inadequate
management that has cost the trade millions if not
billions.

buying. Then there is the HFT and Algo systems that
front run every order on ICE and cause excessive
movement. However, the real question is has the US
ending stock for 2020/2021 been underestimated by the
USDA by over a million bales?
It is now six days to first notice day, and the spread
has slowly narrowed. There is still time for a merchant
to add certificated stocks and cause a panic in the late
speculative longs that have been called hangers on to
force Dec to carry. The US pipeline is filling rapidly,
and soon 7-8 million bales or more in EWR receipts
will be in the pipeline. This should trim or eliminate
the invert. The question of the possible underestimation
of US beginning stock needs to be investigated. Such
a miscalculation would explain a lot of the extremes
reached in Dec and immediate basis levels. Again, the
supply chain has proven very problematic when it
drops below 2.5-3.0 million bales in the USA. The fact
that it was even lower due to a USDA error makes the
complete chaos is even more understandable. Add the
complete supply chain chaos and that would explain
the panic to fill every sale.

But putting that aside, let’s go back to August 2021.
The USDA said the US carried 3.150 million bales into
the season. The electronic warehouse receipts never
showed more than 1.9 million bales. A shortfall of
that size would explain why the late US crop put the
US supply chain into such chaos that merchants were
willing to lose 300-500 points on a hedge instead of
certificating a bale, as they scrambled to meet every
shipment they could. The squeeze cannot be traced
to the small imbalance of on call position on Dec,
which is purchase vs. sales, which was really less than
envisioned as compared to open interest. The role of
options has been a big part of the squeeze, first in the
November options on Dec and then the Dec options,
which expired Friday. So has the Chinese hedge fund

As the season advances, the US faces an issue with
the export target and lack of shipments. This will add
to carryover as well as a likely increase in the crop.
The March contract is now the lead. It has formed a
flag, and Friday’s action was an outside range day.
A close below 114 should open the way for a test of
much lower levels. If that level holds, several chartists
have their sights on 120 or higher. Inflation is a big
issue, and it is driving the speculative flows. To us,
the greatest impact from inflation should be felt in the
May, July, and December 22 and beyond contracts.
Investors so far appear focused on such instruments
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as the ETF’s focus on TIPs, US bonds adjusted for
inflation, which hit an official 30 year high last week.
Every ETF with inflation in its name is seeing positive
inflow. 18 inflation products have drawn 35.5 billion
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USD in inflow, with 9.895 billion inflows into the Tips
alone, which are the 30-year inflation adjusted bonds.
Amid this, the December 22 and beyond cotton futures
appear to be the place of value, not March.

Dec 2023 discount to March 2022 ICE
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